Creature Gretel
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Honest forest. Home forest. Here where no one seeks me forest. No lost or found or foundling forest. Forage foliage for food forest. Pray forest. Prey forest. Hiss and howl and hum forest. Whisper silent. Chirp and roar. Roam and run and rest forest. No day, no night, no light, no dream but forest. Marsh forest. Stream forest. Slip and trip and slide forest. Dirt forest. Dung forest. Skin becomes a furred forest. Body barking. Feet aflame. Breath rank as the wilding forest. No voice. No words. Head clogged with memory's thick and snarling forests. Forest tears. Fear's forest. Succumb and surrender to the dark forest. Heart pebbles, pounds and booms: Become forest. Be forest.
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